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A SYNTACTIC LOOK INTO TONI
MORRISON'S FOREWORD OF BELOVED
"INEVITABLY THESE THOUGHTS LED ME TO THE DIFFERENT HISTORY OF BLACK
WOMEN IN THIS COUNTRY- A HISTORY IN WHICH MARRIAGE WAS DISCOURAGED ,
IMPOSSIBLE , OR ILLEGAL ; IN WHICH BIRTHING CHILDREN WAS REQUIRED , BUT
"HAVING THEM", BEING RESPONSIBLE FOR THEM- BEING , IN OTHER WORDS THEIR
PARENT- WAS AS OUT OF THE QUESTION AS FREEDOM" (MORRISON , XVI-XVII)
THESIS: MORRISON UTILIZES SYNTAX TO HIGHLIGHT THE WAYS IN WHICH VARIOUS
EVENTS MAY BE PERCEIVED, DEPENDING ON LIFE EXPERIENCES AND PERSPECTIVE,
AND TO CONVEY HOW LABELING AND NAMING THOSE EXPERIENCES AND
PERSPECTIVES DIFFERENTLY DO NOT CHANGE THEIR VALUE AND IMPACT. BOTH
SYNTACTICALLY AND IN HER PERSONAL LIFE, MORRISON FINDS THAT THE MEANS OF
COMMUNICATING HER PURPOSE DOES NOT CHANGE THE PURPOSE ITSELF.
EXHIBIT A
As shown in Exhibit A, often uses non-restrictive
appositives to elfurther elaboarte her claim. In the
example below, we can see Morrison''s main subject in
that embedded relative clause is "having them". The
"them" is referring back to children. By delving deep
into what it means to actually have children, Morrison
is emphasising the effect slavery had on the concept
of being a mother.  
MORRISON'S USE OF APPOSITIVES 
EXHIBIT B 
As shown in Exhibit B, Morrison uses two different relative clauses to specify
what kind of history she is dissecting. Morrison often uses relative clauses to
further convey her perspective. For example, on the first page of her foreword
when she is describing her decision to quit her job before writing Beloved,
she says "the question of priorities- how can you edit and write at the same
time- seemed to me both queer and predictable" (Morrison, XV). Her
specification of what kinds of questions she asked herself is similar to her
specification of what kind of history she exploring in Exhibit B. Although in
some cases using so many relative clauses can cloud what the main subject
of the clause is, Morrison implements those elements to strengthen the
foundation of her claims.   
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